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THE TRANSATLANTIC RELATIONSHIP -- A LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE

A FEW WEEKS AGO I MADE WHAT SOME WOULD DESCRIBE AS THE MISTAKE OF THINKING ALOUD BEFORE AN AUDIENCE ABOUT SOME OF THE CHALLENGES THE TRANSATLANTIC RELATIONSHIP WILL FACE THROUGH THE REST OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY. PRESS REPORTS THEN CHARACTERIZED MY EXTEMPORANEOUS REMARKS AS CRITICAL OF OUR WESTERN EUROPEAN ALLIES, WHICH IN TURN LED TO A HOST OF ADVERSE COMMENT ON MY INTELLIGENCE, JUDGMENT AND PATERNITY BY ANY NUMBER OF HIGH-RANKING EUROPEAN OFFICIALS, AND EVEN AN OPPOSITION LEADER OR TWO. IN ONE OF THE KINDER COMMENTS, LE MONDE REMARKED THAT I DIDN'T "EVEN HAVE THE EXCUSE OF BEING ONE OF THE CALIFORNIANS ..."

SO, I AM HERE TODAY TO TRY AGAIN. MY PURPOSE IS TO EXAMINE THE CHALLENGES -- AND I BELIEVE THERE ARE SOME -- TO THE CONTINUANCE OF A STRONG TRANSATLANTIC RELATIONSHIP OVER THE COURSE OF THE REMAINDER OF THE 20TH CENTURY. IT IS NOT MY THESIS THAT THE NORTH ATLANTIC ALLIANCE IS NOW IN CRISIS. IT IS MY CONTENTION THAT THE FINAL 15 YEARS OF THE 20TH CENTURY WILL BE YEARS OF SUBSTANTIAL -- PERHAPS PROFOUND -- CHANGE, AND THAT IT IS TIME, NOW, FOR THOSE WHO BELIEVE AS I DO THAT A STRONG TRANSATLANTIC PARTNERSHIP WILL REMAIN ESSENTIAL TO THE MAINTENANCE OF PEACE AND STABILITY, TO BEGIN TO EXAMINE
Together what is likely to change and how best to adjust to those changes.

The problem as I see it is this: the Atlantic Alliance is and will remain our most important political and security interest. Yet in the course of the next decades, our global foreign policy imperatives will increasingly demand our attention, our time, and our imagination. We can, I believe, assume the continuance of an unwavering American commitment to the defense of Europe. We can, as well, assume a continuation of a European commitment to our Alliance partnership. But what we cannot -- or at least should not -- assume is that governments on either side of the Atlantic will always readily adjust to changing circumstances. An adjustment will be made, but its adequacy and the ease of the transition will depend heavily on how soon the West understands -- collectively -- that we face new times.

Let me start by describing a few of the major changes I see taking place in the coming years. Some are simple and readily apparent; others neither so simple nor so clearly perceived. Demographic changes in the United States, for example, are easily understood. We have had a Pacific coast since 1819, and since our first census our demographic center has been shifting westward -- a process that will continue, and
CARRY WITH IT A CONTINUING SHIFT IN OUR POLITICAL CENTER OF
GRAVITY AS WELL. YET EVEN THIS FACT DOES NOT FULLY ILLUSTRATE
THE IMPORTANCE OF OUR WEST COAST. CALIFORNIA, FOR EXAMPLE,
WOULD HAVE ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCTS
WERE IT AN INDEPENDENT NATION. GROWING, DYNAMIC CITIES SUCH AS
LOS ANGELES AND SAN DIEGO, THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA, SEATTLE
AND PORTLAND CHALLENGE OR SURPASS THE EAST COAST CITIES OF NEW
YORK, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA AND BALTIMORE AS COMMERCIAL CENTERS.

Equally clearly, it is logical that our West Coast's
economic and commercial growth would increase the importance to
us of a part of the world that, with today's communications,
lies virtually at our doorstep. Yet the recent history of
Pacific economic dynamism is by no means simply an American
phenomenon. Asia's economies are today among the world's most
prosperous. Japan's automobiles, steel, and electronic goods
are sold throughout the world. Dynamic market economies in the
ASEAN countries, in South Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong produce
quality products at prices that assure their ability to compete
in world markets. China offers a vast potential as it opens its
economy to the world.

It is little remarked, but nonetheless a remarkable fact
that since 1978 we have traded more with the Pacific basin than
with Europe; in 1982 the difference amounted to about $13
billion. The American and Japanese economies account for about one-third of the world's total gross national product. Last year, Japan was the second largest buyer of American products (after Canada) -- and yet only one of several increasingly important Asian trading partners.

Moreover, the United States and Japan are emerging -- for the immediate future, at least -- as the two most significant players in the field of high technology development -- a field that is likely to define fast-paced economic development and prosperity in the years ahead. As we enter the twenty-first century the United States and Japan are likely to be either the world's major economic competitors, or important economic partners.

We will face in the coming years the challenge of creating and maintaining institutional links with Asian friends appropriate to their needs and to ours. Those links will not be identical to those we forged with our European friends, as they will reflect the differences in the relationships. Closer ties with Asia, for example, cannot duplicate our broad, historical relationship with Europe. But our increasingly shared economic, political and security concerns in Asia will almost certainly bring with them the creation of new institutional arrangements for dealing more effectively with those concerns.
I remarked earlier that some changes, such as the demography of the United States, are easily seen and their consequences readily understood. Others are not so readily apparent. The nature of the transatlantic relationship over the next 15 years, for example, can, at this point, be only dimly perceived.

The NATO alliance, which next month celebrates its thirty-fifth birthday, has assured more than a generation of peace in Europe -- itself a rare occurrence in Europe's 20th Century history -- by reminding friends and adversaries alike that we will consider an attack on them as an attack on ourselves. President Reagan has recently reaffirmed our commitment by deploying -- in concert with our allies -- a new generation of intermediate nuclear missiles that will complete the chain of deterrence and ensure that Western Europe's security will remain coupled to our own.

I need, here, to underline that American recognition that defending Western Europe is also the defense of our own country marked a revolutionary change in our foreign policy. It was
not, at first, a premise with which Americans were entirely comfortable. For many, like myself, growing up in the Middle West, it irrevocably extended our destinies and our sense of personal and national security far beyond our natural frontiers. This premise has proved to be the fundamental link between the United States and Europe.

There have been periodic crises in the history of the Alliance over how to enhance our mutual security; there will assuredly be more in the future. We may disagree with some of our European allies on precisely how to couple or reinforce this bond -- but the essential premise that peace in the Western world is indivisible has never come into question. And no installation of any weapons system can be a substitute for that fundamental assumption.

Yet Europe's importance to us goes beyond our security needs alone. We also share a culture, a history and several of their languages. Ideas cross the Atlantic so quickly in both directions that it is difficult to fathom from which side they originated.

Finally, there is the political aspect of our transatlantic culture. Our systems of government may vary, but we join the nations of Western Europe in dedication to liberal
DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES THAT ENSURE THE FREEDOM AND DIGNITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL, AND GOVERNMENT ON THE BASIS OF POPULAR CONSENT. WE INHERITED THESE VALUES FROM WESTERN EUROPE, AND WE HAVE CONTRIBUTED HEAVILY TO THEIR SURVIVAL AND VIABILITY IN AN OFTEN HOSTILE WORLD.

EUROPE AND EUROPEANS HAVE HAD, AND STILL HAVE, A MAJOR IMPACT ON OUR POLITICAL THINKING. HERE WE RETURN TO THE IMPORTANCE OF THE TRANSATLANTIC DIALOGUE. ALTHOUGH OUR DIPLOMACY WILL NEVER COMPLETELY SATISFY OUR EUROPEAN FRIENDS ANY MORE THAN IT WILL EVER SATISFY OURSELVES, EUROPEAN INFLUENCE ON OUR FOREIGN POLICY HAS BEEN FAR MORE IMPORTANT THAN IS COMMONLY PERCEIVED. IT HAS, ON THE WHOLE, LED OVER THE YEARS TO A FAR MORE NUANCED, FAR MORE SOPHISTICATED APPROACH ON OUR PART THAN WOULD HAVE BEEN THE CASE WERE WE LEFT STRICTLY TO OUR OWN DEVICES. IT IS AN INFLUENCE THAT HAS BEEN MOST EFFECTIVELY EXERCISED BEHIND CLOSED DOORS -- IN THE NATO COUNCIL, AT THE ANNUAL 7 NATION SUMMITS, IN THE CONSTANT MEETINGS BETWEEN AMERICAN PRESIDENTS AND EUROPEAN LEADERS, AND IN THE HOST OF MEETINGS BETWEEN AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN OFFICIALS THAT TAKE PLACE ON ALMOST A DAILY BASIS. IT IS A PROCESS THAT HAS WORKED BECAUSE WE HAVE OPERATED FROM A BASIS OF SHARED VALUES AND OBJECTIVES, COMMON INTERESTS AND HOPES, AND MUTUAL DANGER AND SACRIFICE.

SO LET ME TAKE THIS TIME OF RELATIVE CALM IN THE ALLIANCE TO TELL YOU OF THE PROBLEMS I SEE AHEAD: PROBLEMS WHICH IF LEFT TO EVOLVE, UNPERCEIVED AND UNTENDED, MAY GROW IN COMPLEXITY AND CONSEQUENCE.

THIRTY YEARS AGO ATLANTICISTS FORESAW A UNITED EUROPE OVERCOMING ITS AGE-OLD DIVISIONS TO PLAY A GLOBAL ROLE NEAR IF NOT EQUAL TO THAT OF THE SUPERPOWERS. WESTERN EUROPE'S COMBINED POPULATION EXCEEDED OURS, AND THAT OF THE SOVIET UNION. ITS REBUILT INDUSTRIAL BASE WOULD UNDERWRITE ITS PROSPERITY; ITS POLITICIANS AND INTELLECTUALS APPROACHED THEIR PROBLEMS WITH CONFIDENCE AND IN A SPIRIT OF BUILDING A NEW AND DIFFERENT EUROPE. AMERICANS, ALTHOUGH A BIT WARY PERHAPS OF
This emerging giant welcomed renewed Western European prosperity and the prospect of its larger involvement in world affairs. Because we knew we held no monopoly on wisdom and because we shared with Western Europeans common values and objectives. Much more joined than divided us.

Today, however, we see a Europe that has become less certain of its future. More uncertain about the wisdom of post-war policies. More focused on its own problems and therefore less prepared to look at the world whole. In addition, a goodly portion of Europe's younger generation apparently increasingly questions the utility of many of the institutions and instrumentalities that have been so fundamental to the Atlantic alliance.

The United States has been, for more than a generation of Europeans, the land of dreams, of achieving the impossible. It remains so today, for many. But it is probably also true that there is a level of disillusionment and bitterness -- most clearly evident amongst the young -- because neither America, in particular, nor Western institutions in general, have been able to fulfill all those hopes and dreams. And perhaps most unfortunate, this disillusionment sometimes goes beyond the young -- to not so young leaders with enough experience to know better.
THIS BITTERNESS AND DISILLUSION IS, TO SOME DEGREE, TRUE ON BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC. TOO OFTEN POLITICAL PARTIES OUT OF OFFICE TEND TO TAKE POLITICAL STANCES ON FOREIGN POLICY THAT THROW INTO THE PERENNIAL DEBATE THE QUESTION OF CONSISTENCY ON ONE SIDE OF THE ATLANTIC OR THE OTHER. IT IS, HOWEVER, SOME CONSO LATION TO REALIZE THAT WHEN POLITICAL "OUTS" BECOME THE POLITICAL "INS," THEY HAVE TENDED TO COME TO GRIPS WITH REALITY AND REAFFIRM THE OVER-RIDING IMPERATIVES OF THE ATLANTIC ALLIANCE.

WHILE IT CAN, THEREFORE, BE ARGUED THAT MY CONCERNS ABOUT THE ATTITUDES OF EUROPEAN YOUTH AND THE VAGARIES OF OPPOSITION POLITICAL LEADERS CAN BE OVERDONE -- SINCE THE PROCESS OF AGING AND THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF POWER TEND TO CHANGE PERSPECTIVES -- IT IS LESS EASY TO PUT ASIDE CONCERNS ABOUT WHAT I SEE AS CHANGING TRANSATLANTIC PERCEPTIONS OF THE WORLD SCENE.

I HAVE OFTEN DISCUSSED WITH EUROPEAN FRIENDS THE DIFFERENT REQUIREMENTS FOR A NATION WITH GLOBAL RESPONSIBILITIES TO THOSE WITH MORE REGIONAL CONCERNS. AND THE USE OF THE WORD GLOBAL IS NOT MEANT IN ANY ARROGANT FASHION. NOR IS IT TO DENY THE INTERESTS THAT SEVERAL EUROPEAN NATIONS RETAIN IN AREAS OF THE WORLD BEYOND THEIR CONTINENT. BUT THE SHEER SCOPE OF AMERICAN INTERESTS ENGAGES US IN A DIFFERENT SET OF PERSPECTIVES AND IMPERATIVES. I AM PERSUADED THAT DESPITE PERIODIC INCONSISTENCIES (MAINLY ON OUR PART) AND EVEN MORE FREQUENT
CRISES OF POLICY DISAGREEMENT (emanating frequently from the European side), members of the Alliance can still forge a strong consensus on most issues of importance. As the Warsaw Pact so clearly demonstrates, partnership without visible differences is not a partnership of equals; nor is it a partnership that possesses the dynamic qualities so necessary to making the required adjustments to changing circumstances. But an Alliance in which there is an erosion of understanding of the reasons for those differences -- including most particularly a tolerance of the necessities of geography and responsibility -- cannot be counted upon to retain today's vigor in the face of tomorrow's challenges.

Europeans often argue -- and their point is well taken -- that détente has been largely successful in its European context. And it is certainly clear to Americans that tensions in the heart of Europe -- with Berlin as but one example -- have lessened significantly. Nor can we lightly ignore European efforts to bridge the economic, political and cultural division of Europe -- and how crucial they believe these efforts to be to their long term vision of the security of Western Europe.

But these considerations are -- and must be -- only some of the elements in the American policy framework. We see
East-West rivalry in a broader context. Even a cursory study of recent events in Afghanistan, the Middle East, Southern Africa or Latin America persuades us that détente has not been a success in areas outside of Europe. From our perspective, the Soviet role in these areas has not, to put it mildly, contributed to stability.

From the many conversations I have had with Europeans discussing our respective views of, and relations with the Soviet Union, I have not found them to be ignorant of, or prepared to ignore, the nature of the Soviet system. There is often, however, a broad gap in our evaluation of the Soviet threat. There is basic agreement within the Alliance on the avoidance of war; there are different and differing voices in and within the European members of the Alliance, on precisely how to reduce the level of tensions. These disagreements can serve either to polarize our positions, or as an example of how Alliance differences can be contained within a unified policy. If they are to serve the latter purpose it will be necessary for both Europeans and Americans to recognize that there are legitimate reasons of geography and responsibility that will often require nuanced differences of approach toward the same general goals.

Other kinds of transatlantic difference, unfortunately, leave more bruised feelings -- and perhaps demonstrate the
DEGREE TO WHICH WE AND OUR EUROPEAN ALLIES HAVE BEGUN TO DIVERGE ON BASIC ISSUES. TWO YEARS AGO THE BRITISH EFFORT TO REGAIN THE FALKLAND ISLANDS POSED FOR THE UNITED STATES A MORE DIFFICULT CHOICE THAN MOST EUROPEANS YET RECOGNIZE. YET WE MADE OUR CHOICE. A FEW MONTHS AGO I HAD REASON TO REMEMBER THAT DECISION WHEN WE LEARNED, WITH PROFOUND REGRET, THAT AS OUR MARINES LANDED IN GRENADE, OUR EUROPEAN FRIENDS MOVED SWIFTLY AND PUBLICLY TO CONDEMN THE ACTION. THAT EUROPEANS VIEW THE LIBERATION OF GRENADE WITH LESS ENTHUSIASM THAN AMERICANS OR GRENADEANS DO, IS, I ADMIT, FULLY WITHIN THE NORMAL AND ACCEPTABLE RANGE OF ALLIANCE DIFFERENCES. BUT WHERE, AT THAT MOMENT, WAS THE ALLIANCE SOLIDARITY THAT HAD MEANT SO MUCH TO US A YEAR EARLIER? WHERE WAS THE RECOGNITION THAT THE UNITED STATES MIGHT BE JUSTIFIED IN MOVING TO PROTECT WHAT IT BELIEVED TO BE ITS NATIONAL INTERESTS? AT THE VERY LEAST, COULD NOT OUR FRIENDS HAVE SUSPENDED JUDGMENT UNTIL THE EMERGING SITUATION BECAME CLEARER?

IN THE CASE OF GRENADE WE MOVED IN CONCERT WITH CARIBBEAN NATIONS WHO RECOGNIZED THE THREAT TO THEIR OWN SECURITY THAT THE REGIME IN GRENADE POSED. THE UNITED STATES HAS, SINCE THE CLOSE OF WORLD WAR II, GROWN INCREASINGLY CONSCIOUS OF THAT CURSE OF ALL GREAT POWERS -- UNILATERALISM -- AND HAS SOUGHT TO RESIST ITS TEMPTATIONS. WE LONG AGO DISCOVERED THAT THERE IS A VERY FINE LINE BETWEEN UNILATERALISM.
ON THE ONE HAND AND LEADERSHIP ON THE OTHER, AND HAVE TRIED VERY HARD TO AVOID THE ONE AND EMBRACE THE OTHER. BUT THE DISTINCTION BECOMES INCREASINGLY HARD TO MAINTAIN WHEN OUR PRINCIPAL FRIENDS AND ALLIES DO NOT RECOGNIZE THAT THE BREADTH OF OUR INTERESTS SOMETIMES LEADS US TO A DIFFERENT EVALUATION OF THREATS TO THOSE INTERESTS THAN IS HELD BY OTHERS.

---

The Prime Minister of the youngest democracy in Europe, Felipe Gonzalez of Spain, recently touched upon another, related, problem that has come to concern some Americans of late. "Sometimes" he said, "we, the Spanish, have the feeling that we trust more in the destiny of Europe than other countries already integrated into the group of European institutions." "The fact is," he added, "that to a large extent Europe today remains obsessed with its own problems. This is something that needs to be overcome."

The danger with this growing tendency to look inward is that it may reenforce the potential negative
CONSEQUENCES THAT CAN RESULT FROM THE CHANGING TRANSATLANTIC PERCEPTIONS OF THE WORLD THAT I HAVE EARLIER DESCRIBED. EITHER TENDENCY, BY ITSELF, CAN BE DIFFICULT ENOUGH TO COUNTER; BOTH, MOVING TOGETHER, EACH EXACERBATING THE OTHER, COULD PROVE TO BE A WICKED BREW INDEED.

THIS ABSORPTION WITH ITS INTERNAL CONCERNS IS IN GREAT MEASURE A CONSEQUENCE OF CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN EUROPE, AND THEREFORE HOPEFULLY WILL DIMINISH AS PROSPERITY RETURNS.

But the tendency to lay the blame for recession largely at the door of the United States and our high interest rates presents another kind of problem. What must be avoided in this transatlantic dialogue over economic issues is a too facile resort to the "blame America first" syndrome. For to do so is to obscure more fundamental failings that stand in the way of economic recovery. In the end, Europeans, possessing collectively a gross national product larger than that of the United States, need to ask themselves whether it can really be true that their economic recovery depends, in the main, on the prime rate in the United States.

I HAVE CITED THESE PROBLEMS BECAUSE I DEEPLY BELIEVE THEY NEED TO BE DISCUSSED BETWEEN FRIENDS WHILE THEY ARE STILL
manageable issues. I do not believe they demonstrate a
fundamental rift between the two sides of the Atlantic. Nor do
I believe they are insurmountable. In fact, the manner in
which we were able, together, to put our disagreement over
pipeline sanctions behind us demonstrates the contrary.
Rather, I cite them because I fear that left unchecked, these
trends, plus our own increasing concern with our affairs in
other parts of the world -- Central America, the Pacific, the
Middle East, to name but a few -- can, over time, diminish the
character of the transatlantic relationship. And that would be
a tragedy, for a strong Alliance is now, and will continue to
be for decades to come, the keystone of our own -- and the
West's -- security and stability.

Thus, now may well be the appropriate moment for all of us
-- Europeans and Americans -- to take a new look at where we
should be going together and how we should get there. Perhaps,
as was recently indicated in the Wall Street Journal, we might
forego the traditional choices between less and more
involvement, and direct ourselves instead to a "smarter"
involvement. The two pillars of a "smarter" relationship, in
my opinion, are:

-- increasing respect for the differences in our
Alliance and.
-- A more coordinated approach -- across the board -- to all political, economic and security issues with our European allies.

• • • •

I will be the first to admit that I have no magic formula for resolving the strains that will surely bear down on all of us in the coming decades. But I do believe that beginning the dialogue is the key to the eventual discovery of answers. The agenda must be broad: the fora in which that agenda could be discussed are many. And if I were asked to suggest some of the subjects that might be considered I would propose:

First: how can we enhance transatlantic cooperation in the development of high technology? Painful and costly as it may be, we must recognize that if any part of our Alliance lags seriously behind another in this field for any period of time, it will seriously diminish our overall effectiveness.

Second: the importance of moving now to the broadening of Alliance defense procurement policies. The United States -- particularly the Congress -- has, for too long, asked its allies to share more
OF THE BURDEN OF THE COMMON DEFENSE WITHOUT, AT THE SAME TIME, RECOGNIZING THAT EUROPEAN INDUSTRY MUST, IF THIS IS TO BE THE CASE, PARTICIPATE FULLY IN THE MANUFACTURE OF DEFENSE ITEMS.

THIRD: HOW CAN THE DEVELOPED WORLD COPE MORE EFFECTIVELY WITH THE LARGE, URGENT, AND AS YET UNMANAGEABLE QUESTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT IN THE LDC'S?

FOURTH: HOW CAN WE OVERCOME THE INCREASING PRESSURES TOWARD PROTECTIONISM ON BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC AND IN JAPAN? MORE CONSTRUCTIVELY, HOW CAN THE WORLD'S MAJOR TRADING NATIONS REDUCE THE BARRIERS TO A FREER TRADE BETWEEN US?

THESE ARE BUT A FEW OF THE MANY QUESTIONS THAT WE SHOULD BE WORKING JOINTLY. BUT WHATEVER OUR AGENDA, ITS PURPOSE OUGHT TO BE TO BRING THE TWO SIDES OF THE PARTNERSHIP TOGETHER TO RESOLVE PROBLEMS, REVERSE TRENDS THAT LEFT UNCHECKED WILL PULL US APART, AND -- IN THE LAST ANALYSIS -- MOVE BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC TOWARD GREATER EQUALITY OF EFFORT, OUTLOOK, AND STRENGTH. TO QUOTE AGAIN FROM THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, "A GENUINE SUPERPOWER DOESN'T NEED HEGEMONIC INFLUENCE WITH A WEAK SET OF CLIENT STATES, BUT A TRUE ALLIANCE WITH OTHER GREAT NATIONS."